
MULTIFUNCTIONAL GAIT RESTORING SYSTEM.

For applications on neurological and geriatric departments. 



MASTER DYNAMIC ®
WALKER  PLUS– GAIT RESTORING SYSTEM

Based on the extensive experience and close collaboration with our customers, we adapted
the stander Master Dynamic Static Plus to the needs of geriatric and neurological departments. 

We  offer  a  modular  construction  stander,  which  allows  you  to  make  changes  to  its
configuration,  determined to the goals  of rehabilitation to  be achieved in  various stages  of  the
process of  the restoration  of gait function. 

Device contains the following modules: 

 Base with castors equipped with brakes and wheels with directional lock. 
 The mechanism of lifting a patient from a sitting position in a wheelchair or bed to a 

standing position .
 Separator of feet.
 Adjustable knee brackets , protecting the knees when standing up and sit-ups and limiting 

the length of steps during the first attempts to walk. 
 RehaGym system - enabling patient self-raising up from a sitting position to a standing up 

position, joint mobility exercises and strengthening the muscles necessary to attempt to walk
independently. 

 The parking brake which enable to stop the movement of stander at any time and any place 
during walking. 

 Mechanism that allows to change the direction  and speed of gait , performing turns to the 
right, left, and around its own axis by means of a lever located near the palm of a patient. 

 Removable base with platforms to set feet - allowing standing up very weak patients who 
are not able to stand up straight on its feet on the floor,  but after s strengthening their 
muscles and overall physical fitness, will be able to reach the next stage in the process of 
restoring the gait functions.

Multifunctional gait restoring system produced by Alreh Medical is characterized by:

 High quality  (EN ISO 1348:2003+AC:2009; EN ISO 9001)
 High reliability thanks to care for details and the use of top quality components 
 Key solutions protected by patents 
 The ability to customize the stander to the individual needs of each patient, including: body parameters, the 

type and depth of dysfunction, housing conditions, and the purpose of rehabilitation. 
 Easy, safe  and comfortable standing up from the bed or from wheelchair
 Safety of use through the application of 

◦ Corset which protects the torso 
◦ Seat which allows the patient to relax in sitting position
◦ Adjustable shank support
◦ Wheels locking system
◦ Parking brake which allows to stop the stander at any place.
◦ Turning mechanism which allows the patient easy move in any direction 
◦ Lockable gas springs which allow the patient easy standing up

 The unique in the global market solutions for complex rehabilitation in the following areas: 
◦ Strengthening the muscle strength of the trunk and lower limbs and upper limbs.
◦ Increasing the mobility of ankle, knees and hips 
◦ Elimination of contractures 

 The ability to standing up spastic people  
 The possibility of using the stander by people of different body height and body weight 
 The modular design of the stander 
 Upholstery made of medical fabrics Sanmed, easy to clean (the possibility of using 

medical disinfectants)  having certificates hygienic
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For comprehensive rehabilitation.

  

Set contains:

The base on wheels.

Removable platforms for feet protection.

Lifting system from wheelchair or from the bed

RehaGym system which enable the patient 
unaided standing up and sitting down.

Adjustable pelvis and trunk corset.

Protecting seat.

Adjustable knee support.

Adjustable stander height.

In sitting position.

Application:

Recommended for comprehensive preparation 
of the patient to attempt to independent walking 
and learning to walk.

Exercise performed independently by the patient
or with assistance of the caregiver.

Strengthening the hands, torso and leg muscles.

Increasing the mobility of joints ankle, knee and
hip.

Liquidation or significant reduction of 
contractures in the ankle, knee and hip.

Increasing motor coordination. 

In standing position.

  
For learning to walk.
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Set contains:

The base on wheels;  wheels equipped with a 
directional lock. 

The manual brake with the mechanism of 
changing the direction of walking. 

Feet separator.

Lifting system from wheelchair or from the bed

RehaGym system which enable the patient 
unaided standing up and sitting down.

Adjustable pelvis and trunk corset.

Protecting seat.

Adjustable knee support.

Adjustable stander height.

In sitting position.

The main functional advantages:

Unaided standing up from sitting position on 
wheelchair or bed.

Independent and safe walking, the length of 
steps  controlled by setting the knee bracket .

The hand brake allows the patient tostop any 
movement at any time.

Special hand mechanism allows easy 
maneuvering and changing the direction of 
walking. 

In the case of tiredness, the patient can lock the 
movement and relax in the sitting position. 

In standing position.
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Gait restoring .
The proposed stages of rehabilitation with the use of ALREH  multifunctional gait restoring system.

Step No1.
Independent standing in stander, feet resting on the ground, rising to a standing position and return 
to a sitting position using the RehaGym system.

The patient puts his feet on the floor.
He rises directly out of bed or wheelchair 
using a system RehaGym.
He can do squats and semi-squads (standing 
up and sitting down).
It is also possible to perform small steps. The 
seat protects the patient from falling out of the
stander and gives the opportunity to relax in a 
sitting position.
The stander motion  can be stopped  at any 
time and place by means  of hand brake. 

Exercises  performed  under  in  partial
supervision of the caregiver. 

Stander configuration:
 Standing frame with lifting system.
 RehaGym system
 Feet separator 
 Knee brackets  in its rearmost position 
 Hand brake.

Step No2.
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Independent standing in stander, feet resting on the ground, rising to a standing position and return 
to a sitting position using the RehaGym system.
Attempts to perform the first medium steps. 

At this stage, we move the knees brackets  in the
extreme forward position.
The patient gets up and sits down alone, it can 
also begin the walk forwards and to the 
backwards 
Length of the steps 15 – 20 cm.

The  patient  can  independently  control  the
stander while walking by means of: 

 Hand brake  -   stander  motion   can  be
stopped   at any time and place

 The mechanism of changing the direction
of walking.  -  the levers located near the
palms  of  the  patient enable  him
independently decide about the direction
and rate of gait,  turns to the right, to the
left, and  rotate about its own axis

Stander configuration:

 Standing frame with lifting system.
 RehaGym system
 Feet separator 
 Knee brackets  in its forward position 
 Hand brake.
 The mechanism of changing the direction 

of walking.

Step No3.
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Independent standing in stander, feet resting on the ground, rising to a standing position and return 
to a sitting position using the RehaGym system.
Attempts to perform the first full length steps. 

At this stage, we can remove the knees brackets,
the patient can adjust the length of step and the
walking speed. 

The  patient  can  independently  control  the
stander while walking by means of: 

 Hand brake  -   stander  motion   can be
stopped   at any time and place

 The  mechanism  of  changing  the
direction  of  walking.   -   the  levers
located  near  the  palms  of  the  patient
enable him independently decide about
the direction and rate of gait,   turns to
the right, to the left, and  rotate about its
own axis

If necessary, we can remove the feet separator

It is a direct preparation of the patient to move
around using a simple walker. 
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 Restoring the gait function - additional opportunities for exercise in multifunction stander 
designed by ALREH Medical. 

For weak and over weighted patients , long 
immobilized who are not able to stand on their 
own feet to try to walk and need additional 
security, we can install special base with 
platforms 

In such stander adaptation of the patient to a standing position is done , the caregiver  may perform 
the first exercises improve joint mobility ankle, knee and hip, do the sit-ups with the patient and a 
half squats. 

The patient can be raised to any height and remain
in this position as long as he wants.

Raising the to a full standing position can be done
in stages. 

Upright standing is done from a lying or sitting on
the bed, or sitting in a wheelchair. 

Upright standing of the patient regardless of the
type and depth of dysfunction usually require an
assistance of only one caregiver. 

Upright standing is very safe, comfortable for the
patient and requires no effort from the therapist or
caregiver. 
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Lifting from a sitting position in a wheelchair or bed to a standing position 

Stander is be in a sitting position, the corset in down position,  gas springs compressed and locked.

1. Open the back of the corset.
2. Move the wheelchair to the rear of the stander; enter the wheelchair wheels between the rear part
   of the stander base (lifting  from the wheelchair) or enter the stander under the bed so 
   that the patient's legs were between the stander base and the seat near the buttocks (lifting from
   the bed).
3. Lock the wheels of the stander / block the wheels of the wheelchair.
4. Grasp the patient's lower leg, below the knee and slide his body to the front edge of the seat on
    the wheelchair ( or the bed ), so that the seat  of the stander slides on  worn under the patient's
    buttocks 
5. Place feet of a patient on the platforms.
6. Place the lower leg in knee brackets.
7. Move the patient with the wheelchair seat to the stander seat - to do this, usually a little help of
   able-bodied person is needed. Grasp the lower leg just below the knee and a slight move patient's
   pelvis to the front of the stander seat.
8. Tilt the patient's torso so that it leaned against the front of the stander.
9. The patient's arms lean on the side brackets of the corset,  the hands place on the hand handles
10. Put feet of a patient on the platforms. 
11. Grasp the lower leg just below the knee and a slight move patient's pelvis to the front of the   
      stander seat as close as possible.
12. Place the lower leg in knee brackets.
13. Straighten the patient's torso and secure him by seat belt on the back.
14. Fasten lumbar belt if necessary.
15. Release the gas springs and slightly raise the patient.
16. Move the stander to the front and close the back of the corset.
17. Release the gas springs and raise the patient to a standing position.
18. Lock the gas spring.
19. Fasten  safety belt at the corset lock.
20. Check the position and protection of the feet, position and protection of the lower legs, the
      position of the pelvis and torso.
21. Check the corset lock.
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Lifting the position of lying on the bed to a standing position. 

Stander is be in a sitting position, the corset in down position,  gas springs compressed and locked.

1. Open the back of the corset
2. Place the patient in a position of perpendicular to this part the bed, under which you can
    move the stander.
3. Place the patient in such a way that - the buttocks are at the edge of the bed and his leg
    dangling freely.
4. Move the stander under the bed so that the patient's legs were between the runners an 
    the seat close to the buttocks.
5. Raise the bed to the height of the stander seat.
6. Move the stander deeper under the bed , so the seat slides slightly under the buttocks.
7. Block the wheels of the stander.
8. Move the patient to the front, on the edge of the bed (grasping the the lower leg  slightly
    below the knee) so that the seat slides lightly under the buttocks ..
9. Hold the patient's hands and lift the torso into a sitting position.
10. Tilt the patient's torso so that it leaned against the front of the stander.
11. The patient's arms lean on the side brackets of the corset,  the hands place on the hand handles.
12. Put feet of a patient on the platforms.
13. Grasp the lower leg just below the knee and a slight move patient's pelvis to the front of the   
      stander seat as close as possible.
14. Place the lower leg in knee brackets.
15. Straighten the patient's torso and secure him by seat belt on the back.
16. Fasten lumbar belt if necessary.
17. Release the gas springs and slightly raise the patient.
18. Move the stander to the front and close the back of the corset.
19. Release the gas springs and raise the patient to a standing position.
20. Lock the gas spring.
21. Fasten  safety belt at the corset lock.
22. Check the position and protection of the feet, position and protection of the lower legs, the
      position of the pelvis and torso.
23. Check the corset lock.
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Hand brake ans mechanism of changing the direction of walking – principle of operation.

  

1 – braking lever with rollers                                2 – control lever              
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Principle of operation.:

The parking brake:

In traditional solutions usually the rear wheels of the stander are equipped with brakes. This gives 
the user the  possibility to stop the movement of stander when the patient enter to the unit and leave 
the device, but operations of  locking and unlocking the wheels must be performed by the other 
person. In our solution the patient by means of the lever activate the brake  which prevents the 
movement of stander both during the  process of transferring of the body from the bed or from the 
wheelchair to the stander seat  and during lifting the patient to a standing position. After  standing 
up, the patient releases the parking brake and stander can move on wheels.
By pressing the lever positioned close to the hand grips the patient can stop the stander  at any time.
Movement of the stander is possible after releasing the brake. 

This solution greatly increases the safety of use of the stander  and gives the user full independence,
because the patient does not require the supervision of another person.
In addition, if the patient gets tired he can block the movement of stander at any time, unlock the 
lifting mechanism and very quickly return to a sitting position in the stander. 

  Mechanism of changing the direction of walking.

To change the direction of walking the parking brake can bu used. This brake consists of two 
independent mechanisms mounted to the left and right parts of the base on wheels. Each mechanism
has its own independent system for locking and releasing controlled by a separate lever on the 
handle situated near the hand of the patient.
If while walking the patient wants to turn right, just slightly pulls the right hand brake lever. If  he 
want to turn left he slightly pulls the left hand brake lever. 

No equivalent on the market..  
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Technical data:

Model of the stander. VS.180

Construction. Modular.

Pelvis width adjustment. Stepless adjustment 

Pelvis depth adjustment Adjustable in steps. 

Height adjustment from
the floor level to the hip axis.

Adjustable in steps. 
( co 2,5 cm )

87,5 – 100 cm

Seat position adjustment. Adjustable in steps - 1,5 cm

Knee brackets adjustment. Height – adjustable in steps - 2 cm
Width – adjustable in steps -  1 cm
Depth –  adjustable in steps -  2 cm

Lifting system. Lockable gas springs
800N

Locking and releasing system.. Manual.

Lifting range. Stepless from sitting position to
standing position.

Patient weight.. 60 – 90 kg

Patient height. 160 – 190 cm

Stander weight. min.30 kg;  max. 45kg

Wheels with brackets – in the rear part.. 100 mm

Wheels with directional locking  – in the front part.

Parking brake.

Mechanism of changing the direction of  walking.

Set of  anti-collision wheels.
.

Standard equipment :

    100 mm

 RehaGym – 1 set
 Feet separator  – 1 set.
 The base for feet - 1set
 Alreh cushion – 1pcs.


